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Requirements Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Changelog Version 1.2.1 Fixed issue where the disc was not written with some systems Version 1.2.0 Fixed issues when choosing empty drive to burn to Version 1.1.3 Fixed issue where QuickBurn crashes on
Windows 7 Version 1.1.2 Fixed issue where the saving of the image will not complete if the picture is chosen from a folder, not a drive Version 1.1.1 Fixed issue where the saving of the image will not complete if the picture is chosen from a folder, not a drive Version 1.1.0 Added
issue of choosing a drive to save the image on the disc before you select the file to burn Version 1.0.3 Fixed issue where image will be blank on some systems when saving on the disc after burn Version 1.0.2 Fixed issue where image is blanked on some systems when saving on the
disc after burn Version 1.0.1 Fixed issue where the writing of the disc will take a long time on some systems Version 1.0.0 The first version App Questions Do you have a question about this app? Top Apps App Details UPDATED ON: Nov 14, 2014 SIZE 2,561,703 INSTALLATIONS: 5,000
- 10,000 LATEST VERSION: 1.0.1 REQUIRED ANDROID VERSION: 1.5 and up Permissions SYSTEM TOOLS permissions explained Allows an application to modify the system's secure settings data. VIBRATE Allows an application to control the vibrator. YOUR LOCATION coarse (GPS)
location Access fine location sources such as the Global Positioning System on the phone, where available. Malicious applications can use this to determine where you are and may consume additional battery power. FULL NETWORK COMMUNICATION full Internet access Allows an
application to create network sockets. NETWORK_ACCESS_SETTINGS read and write the contents of your internal and external storage Allows an application to access and modify the system
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* QuickBurn Product Key is a very simple CD and DVD burning software utility that requires minimum configuration before stepping to the main burning task. * One of the best things about the application is that it doesn't assault the user with settings, which means the whole process
can be completed in just a few minutes as soon as you're done choosing the files to be placed on the disc. * QuickBurn Download With Full Crack uses a multi-panel interface that allows you to choose the disc content with just a few clicks, offering a file browser that enables you to
simply drag a file or folder on the disc. * As said, the amount of configuration settings is quite limited, but the main window comprises them all. Which means the same screen used for picking the files to be burned also gives you the power to choose the burning device and burning
speed, with simple tools to show device info or erase a rewritable disc. * While it works just fine on Windows XP, QuickBurn Crack For Windows sometimes crashes on Windows 7 with no apparent reason. Plus, it adds new files to the disc terribly slow, although computer performance
doesn't seem to be affected. * There is no help file available in the package, but you don't really need one if this isn't the first disc burning tool you're using. Everything's intuitive and rookies should have no problem when burning new projects. Keywords: * QuickBurn Full Crack is a
very simple CD and DVD burning software utility that requires minimum configuration before stepping to the main burning task. * One of the best things about the application is that it doesn't assault the user with settings, which means the whole process can be completed in just a
few minutes as soon as you're done choosing the files to be placed on the disc. * QuickBurn uses a multi-panel interface that allows you to choose the disc content with just a few clicks, offering a file browser that enables you to simply drag a file or folder on the disc. * As said, the
amount of configuration settings is quite limited, but the main window comprises them all. Which means the same screen used for picking the files to be burned also gives you the power to choose the burning device and burning speed, with simple tools to show device info or erase a
rewritable disc. * While it works just fine on Windows XP, QuickBurn sometimes crashes on Windows 7 with no apparent reason. Plus, it adds new files to the disc terribly slow, although computer performance doesn't seem to be affected. * There is no help file available 2edc1e01e8
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The app's interface is very basic and straightforward, requiring the user to choose a source and a destination, and then create a disc by dragging files or folders into the tray. A few simple controls appear in the main window: Device options, Rewritable discs info, and Erase a
rewritable disc. Key Features: • A non-destructive disc burning. No complicated settings and wizards to confuse users. • Drag and drop. Create your disc with just a few clicks. • Windows XP and Windows 7 compatible. • Recommended for rewritable discs, allows you to erase them. •
A quick summary of the content of the disc with a file manager. • A well designed and easy to use interface. • Option to cancel the process with a right click on the tray. • Command line support (optional, through the Windows API) that allows for the creation of advanced discs.
What's New in This Release: • Lots of enhancements, bug fixes and performance improvements. Get QuickBurn latest version: Brief Summary QuickBurn is a very simple CD and DVD burning software utility that requires minimum configuration before stepping to the main burning
task. One of the best things about the application is that it doesn't assault the user with settings, which means the whole process can be completed in just a few minutes as soon as you're done choosing the files to be placed on the disc. QuickBurn uses a multi-panel interface that
allows you to choose the disc content with just a few clicks, offering a file browser that enables you to simply drag a file or folder on the disc. As said, the amount of configuration settings is quite limited, but the main window comprises them all. Which means the same screen used
for picking the files to be burned also gives you the power to choose the burning device and burning speed
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What's New In QuickBurn?

QuickBurn is a very simple CD and DVD burning software utility that requires minimum configuration before stepping to the main burning task. One of the best things about the application is that it doesn't assault the user with settings, which means the whole process can be
completed in just a few minutes as soon as you're done choosing the files to be placed on the disc. QuickBurn uses a multi-panel interface that allows you to choose the disc content with just a few clicks, offering a file browser that enables you to simply drag a file or folder on the
disc. As said, the amount of configuration settings is quite limited, but the main window comprises them all. Which means the same screen used for picking the files to be burned also gives you the power to choose the burning device and burning speed, with simple tools to show
device info or erase a rewritable disc. While it works just fine on Windows XP, QuickBurn sometimes crashes on Windows 7 with no apparent reason. Plus, it adds new files to the disc terribly slow, although computer performance doesn't seem to be affected. There is no help file
available in the package, but you don't really need one if this isn't the first disc burning tool you're using. Everything's intuitive and rookies should have no problem when burning new projects. All in all, QuickBurn is a very simple burning app that does its job on older Windows
versions. On Windows 7 however, it's highly recommended to look somewhere else.
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System Requirements For QuickBurn:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4570 CPU or AMD Phenom™ II X4 940 (8GB RAM) Memory: 16 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 780 Storage: 1 GB of available hard-disk space Recommended: Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-4790 CPU or AMD FX™-8350
Memory: 32 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1080
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